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The Spanish Supreme Court rejects the paternity suit against Emeritus King
As false, frivolous and tortuous

Madrid, 09.04.2015, 16:52 Time

USPA NEWS - The Spanish Supreme Court has rejected the paternity suit filed by a Belgian citizen against emeritus King Juan
Carlos of Bourbon. Despite having declared admissible demand, the high court finds that lacks "credibility or seriousness" and is "quite
simply, false, frivolous and tortuous".

The demand has been rejected by eight votes in favor and two against, the author of the writ of admissibility and one of the judges of
the Civil Chamber of the Supreme Court. The high court justified its rejection by the contradictions contained in the application filed by
the Belgian citizen Ingrid Jean Sartiau, who claims to be the daughter of the Spanish monarch emeritus -see News USPA information
published on 15 February 2015-, and affecting the relationship of the applicant's mother with the king, the time and the circumstances
in which Sartiau knew that the king was his father, and the meeting he had with another alleged biological son of King at a restaurant in
Madrid. 

"The contradictions occasion of the appeal have been shown not allow to continue the procedural course of a lawsuit based on the
story of an affidavit, which seems to exceed the aim to obtain the DNA of the defendant. Ignore these data and upholding the decision
of the writ is used, lead to this Court had to decide on the practice of a biological test for evidence of paternity which bears no
reasonable relation to the intrusion involved in privacy and physical or moral integrity of affected by them or to the purpose it serves,
since there are no serious indications of behavior attributed nor necessary to clarify a possible paternity, not merely invented by the
maker of the paternity action," the Supreme Court said.

The court contrasted the demand with the account of the facts that the applicant hung on social networks and exposed on television,
and considers that do not correspond. With this decision, the door is closed to the request of Ingrid Jean Sartiau, who sees rejected its
aspiration to be recognized as daughter of emeritus King Juan Carlos of Bourbon.

Article online:
https://www.uspa24.com/bericht-3792/the-spanish-supreme-court-rejects-the-paternity-suit-against-emeritus-king.html
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